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BSE Sensex 15965 

NSE Nifty 4841 
Inability to sustain above 4960 and a breach of 4830 would indicate weakness till 4750 and 
below that 4625 in case of extreme panic. Weakness to persist till Nifty trades below 4990.  

 

 

 

 
Despite a positive opening in the beginning of the week Nifty continued to remain under selling pressure for the rest of the week. The 
selling was particularly very high on Friday after which Nifty concluded with a loss of 1.60% on a weekly basis at 4841. Amongst the sectoral 
indices the BSE IT and FMCG were the outperformers whereas BSE Auto and CG indices lost the most in last week’s trade. 
 
 
 

We had recommended a long trade for aggressive traders if Nifty registered a break out above 4960. Though Nifty was able to surpass the 
level of 4960 last week the upside fizzled near the level of 5020 and it reversed its direction to conclude the week with a loss of 1.60% at 
4841. Given the sharp sell off of Friday, it appears highly likely that the recommended stop loss of 4830 may be triggered. We recommend 
an exit at 4830 for existing long positions. The level of 4990 is now a major resistance for Nifty for this week. Till the time it stays below 
4990 the weakness that started late last week should persist. A breach of 4830 in the early part of the week would confirm further 
downside to the swing low of 4788 and Nifty may also breach that level to slide lower till 4750 which is the 80% Fibonacci retracement level 
of the entire rise from the low of 4531 till 5629. In case of extreme panic Nifty may even slide down to 4624 which is the closing basis 
weekly low. We do not recommend any bottom fishing at current levels until we have a clear indication that the down trend has ceased to 
exist. There is a possibility that the recent downtrend may halt near the above mentioned levels as the area is a critical support. However 
till the time we do not have a confirmation of a short tem reversal we recommend avoiding any fresh long positions. On an intraday basis 
the level of 4830 would now serve as an initial resistance on any bounce back attempts, if the same level is breached decisively in the first 
half of the week. A confirmation of strength would be in place only if Nifty manages to move past the level of 4990. 
 
Actionable: 
 
• We recommend an exit from existing long positions on a breach of 4830. 
 
• We do not advocate any fresh long positions or bottom fishing until there is a confirmation of any short term reversal. 
 
• The range of 4750 to 4625 is now a critical support range for Nifty.  
 
 

 


